Designing and Development of Picture Story Book

Greetings from SEWA!!

SEWA Manager Ni School (SMS), a wing of SEWA (Self Employed Women's Association) has requirement for designing Picture Stories to be used as interactive tool in trainings conducted for the grassroot members.

We have requirement of consultants who can design and develop these stories. The sample of picture story is enclosed herewith. Interested consultants are invited to revert back with their Resumes by 14/6/2014 on mail@sewamanagernischool.org. You can also refer consultants to us who are involved in similar work.

With regards,

SEWA
Lending Capacity and Financial Management

The meeting of a group starts.

President of the group asks three members to lift small stones.

Members easily lift the stones.

Now, the president asks three members to lift bigger stones.

The bigger stone cannot be lifted by one member alone.

Help of other members is needed.

If members choose to start lending loan from their own saving rather than seeking a large amount from a bank on credit, this will increase their financial capacity and lending capacity.

The skill of financial management and decision power can be developed.
Development of 2D Animation Film

Greetings from SEWA!!

SEWA Manager Ni School (SMS), a wing of SEWA (Self Employed Women’s Association) has requirement for developing 2D Animation Film to be used as interactive tool in trainings conducted for the grassroot members.

We have requirement of consultants who can develop these films. The sample of story on which film needs to be developed is enclosed herewith. Interested consultants are invited to revert back with their Resumes by 14/6/2014 mail@sewamanagernischool.org. You can also refer consultants to us who are involved in similar work.

With regards,

SEWA
Preserving savings and benefits of interest

Gangaben is going to Jamnaben’s house to borrow her Pot.

Jamnaben is giving Pot.

After few days.....
Gangaben is going to return the Pot.

Gangaben is giving back the Pot.

Gangaben is looking in to the Pot.

And she gets the sweet the way one gets interest from the bank.

Preserving your savings and benefits of interest

Your savings is completely the result of your hard work. It should not go in vain- keep that in your mind. To preserve your hard work, keep it properly. Store it in a bank and take the benefit of bank interest.